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Abstract

Background: Health information technologies (HIT) have some benefits and may have some potentially negative impacts. Therefore, it is difficult to plan for future health information technologies. This study aimed to investigate the key and non-key health information technologies which could be considered for the future strategy development in Iran.

Methods: In this study, experts and policymakers in the field of health information technology were invited to take part in a qualitative study. Purposive sampling was used to select the most informant people, and 13 interviews were conducted. The method of framework analysis was used to analyze data.

Results: The four main themes emerged from data analysis were 1) immediate, cheap, stable, and secure access to the health records of the society, 2) equitable access to health care resources and services, 3) knowledge management in healthcare services, and 4) governmental/central electronic services for the health system. To cover the mentioned areas, a number of key and non-key technologies were discussed by the interviewees.

Conclusion: In this study, a number of key and non-key health information technologies were recognized. While the findings can help policymakers to pay more attention to the key technologies to improve healthcare delivery, these technologies need to be prioritized in terms of their importance for the country.
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Introduction

Health information technology (HIT) includes a variety of technologies that are used to collect, store, or disseminate patient’s data (1). Some of the advantages of health information technology (HIT) are improving the quality of health care, reducing healthcare costs (2, 3), increasing the accessibility of health information, and reducing medical errors (4-6). Nevertheless, the risk of the potential negative impacts should not be underestimated (7), and it is important to be able to plan for the future health information technology carefully, while there is no clear picture of the years ahead (8, 9). To achieve this, conducting a foresight study has been recommended (10-12). Foresight is “a systematic process with a long-term vision in scientific, technological, economic, and social areas which aims to determine strategic research areas and to provide a basis for the emergence of new technologies with more

*What is “already known” in this topic:
Technology foresight identifies key technologies. Although this type of research helps to explore the future of technology in a country, few studies have been conducted in developing countries to identify the key and non-key health information technologies.

What this article adds:
According to the results, the experts believed that a number of key health information technologies should be considered for the next decade. As a result, policy-makers need to prioritize allocating financial and physical resources to develop the needed health information technologies for the country.
Among different types of foresight studies, technology foresight helps to identify the key or critical technology issues of a country which should be considered for the desired future (16, 17). To conduct foresight studies, different methods, such as Delphi technique, expert panel, literature review, scenario building, and key/critical technologies are used (18-20). Although conducting a foresight study has been suggested to explore the future of HIT (21, 22), few studies have been conducted in developing countries to identify the key and non-key health information technologies (23, 24). In Iran, a study was conducted between 2007 and 2010 as part of a comprehensive scientific health map; however, the key technologies were not discussed in detail (25).

Another study was a pilot foresight study to identify the most appropriate technologies for Iran 2025 (PAMFA 2025). In this study, all future technologies for the country along with the possible health information technologies were identified; however, the main focus was not on the health information technologies (20). Therefore, the current study aimed to investigate the key and non-key health information technologies which could be considered for the future strategy development in Iran.

**Methods**

This qualitative study was conducted in 2016. The purposive sampling method was used to invite the potential participants who had been previously involved in the development of a comprehensive scientific plan for the country in 2010 and 2011 (N=20). In total, 13 in-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with the experts.

**Table 1.** Key and non-key health information technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Immediate, cheap, stable, and secure access to the health records of the entire society</strong></td>
<td>Non-key technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key technologies</td>
<td>Non-key technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equitable access to health services and resources</td>
<td>Key technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge management in healthcare services to improve quality of care and patient safety</td>
<td>Non-key technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key technologies</td>
<td>Non-key technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governmental/central electronic services for the health system</td>
<td>Key technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key technologies</td>
<td>Non-key technologies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before conducting the interviews, a topic guide containing some general questions was developed based on the literature review and the comprehensive scientific health map of Iran (25, 26). The interview guide included questions about the key and the non-key health information technologies to improve the accessibility of the individuals’ health records across the country, to improve health equity, to support and manage medical sciences, and to improve electronic and e-health services. The interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. To analyze data, framework analysis was used. Framework analysis is used in the applied policy research in order to answer specific questions and includes five main steps: familiarization, identifying a thematic framework, indexing, charting, and mapping and interpretation (27, 28). In the current study, MAXQDA software, version 10.0 was used to store, organize, and analyze relationships, concepts, contradictions, and opinions. The validity of the findings was examined by sending a summary of the results to the interviewees to review and confirm the themes.

**Results**

A total of 13 interviews were conducted which lasted for an average of 44 minutes. Most of the participants were men (n=12, 92.3%) and the highest frequency was related to the age group of 50-59 (n=7, 53.8%). In terms of education, most of the participants (n=8, 61.5%) had a Ph.D. degree, and in terms of the work experience in HIT, the highest frequency was related to 6-10 years (n=6, 46.2%). After data analysis, four main themes and related key and non-key health information technologies were identified (Table 1).

The first theme emerged from the data analysis was
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immediate, cheap, stable, and secure access to the health records of the entire society. The interviewees agreed that some technologies, such as a smart health card, a digital signature, advanced clinical documentation systems, and computerized physician order entry systems are important for the country; however, they can be considered as non-key technologies. For example, one of the interviewees noted:

“We do have computerized physician order entry systems in the country; however, the use of this system is not ubiquitous, it is necessary to have it along with electronic health records” (M-12).

The key technologies which were found to be necessary for the country were a national health information network, an integrated electronic health records (EHR), a national cloud-based service center for integrating health data, personal health records, interoperability standards for electronic data exchange, and an infrastructure for information sharing across the public and private health care organizations. In this regard, one of the interviewees indicated: “PHR is a fundamental issue that seeks proper planning. ... The information is generated by the patient and that can have positive effects.” (M-6)

Theme two was related to equitable access to health care resources and services. To achieve this goal, the non-key technologies, such as smartphone applications, health education and hospital websites were suggested. According to one of the interviewees: “smartphone applications can be used in many different fields to facilitate the accessibility of educational information, ... such a technology can save time for people.” (M-12)

However, most interviewees believed that telemonitoring technologies, such as sensors and biometric, large-scale remote healthcare services, and mHealth and its related technologies are the key technologies to gain equitable access to health care resources. One of the participants noted:

“Generally, telehealth services can be regarded as a key technology, ... we need to plan for this technology, and we have to use it in the future.” (M-5)

Theme three was about knowledge management in healthcare services. According to the interviewees, the non-key technologies were scientific health networks, and health education software, and the key technologies were clinical decision support systems as well as social networks in the healthcare environment.

Creating social networks in the healthcare environment was another key technology which was mentioned by a number of interviewees. One of the interviewees indicated “although several years have passed since the advent of this technology, we could not properly use it.” (M-1).

Theme four was related to the importance of governmental/central electronic services for the health system. The participants thought that clinical registries, disaster information management, and geographic health information systems are important, but they are among the non-key technologies. The key technologies included an electronic health insurance system, business intelligence to collect and analyze data, and an integrated electronic monitoring system to evaluate healthcare services. For example, regarding business intelligence, one of the interviewees believed that “structured and unstructured data exist in a variety of health information systems and data analysis can be improved through business intelligence”. (M-1)

Concerning the importance of an integrated electronic system for monitoring and evaluating healthcare services, it was expected that using this system helps to improve healthcare quality and staff performance. For example, one of the interviewees stated: “Although we do have a monitoring and evaluation system, having an integrated electronic monitoring system, especially for science and technology can be considered a key technology”. (M-11)

**Discussion**

The present study aimed to investigate the key and non-key health information technologies which could be considered for the future strategy development in Iran. As instant, cheap, stable, and secure access to the health records of the entire society is an important objective for the country, a number of key technologies, such as NHIN, an integrated EHR, PHR, and a national cloud-based service center for integrating health data were suggested. Similarly, in Valle et al.’s study, NHIN was considered a key technology (29). The importance of implementing an integrated EHR has been addressed in PAMFA project, too, and it was expected to get access to EHR in Iran by 2025 (26). Moreover, the importance of this technology has also been highlighted in the comprehensive scientific health map of Iran (25). Similarly, the development of a national cloud-based service center for integrating health data (30, 31) and PHR have been considered two key technologies to improve the quality of care (24, 32).

The equitable access to health care resources and services, could be achieved by the development of patient telemonitoring technologies, such as sensors and biometrics. These technologies are among the most influential technologies in the next decade (8). The results showed that the development of telehealth and mHealth services needs to receive more attention in the future. Although, in another study, mobile technology has been recognized as a key technology for the country; the use of mHealth technologies needs further attention (33).

According to the results, knowledge-based and clinical decision support systems and social networks were other key health information technologies for the country. Although the importance of developing these systems has been emphasized in the previous plans, it seems that no significant progress has been made in this area. The importance of using clinical decision support systems has also been addressed in other studies (23, 8).

Other key health information technologies for the country included the governmental/central electronic services, such as electronic health insurance system and an integrated electronic system to monitor and evaluate healthcare services. Similarly, Davari et al. discussed the necessity of using these technologies for the health system (34).
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Limitations
The current study had some limitations. Firstly, a limited number of experts agreed to be interviewed. However, the researchers believed that these participants were the key informants, and their opinions and experiences were helpful to recognize the key health information technologies for the country. Secondly, although the key and non-key health information technologies were identified in this research, the level of importance among key technologies is not clear and needs to be investigated by using different research methods.

Conclusion
In this study, the experts’ opinions about the key and non-key health information technologies for the country were presented. The results can be useful for policymakers to focus on the key health information technologies and to prioritize allocating financial and physical resources to develop the needed health information technologies in the country. The use of multiple methods is suggested to increase the credibility and validity of the results and to rank the top 10 key health information technologies.
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